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Event: Inter House Extempore Competition
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Delhi Public School, Hyderabad always thrives to cater to the all-round development of
their students. The main focus of the school has always been on improving the Soft Skills amongst
the students. With this intention in mind an Inter House Extempore Competition was held for the
students of Class VI on Friday, 1st April, 2016. The objective of the competition was to make the
students confident and better orators so that they can fearlessly express their views on any topic.
Extempore is an excellent way to assist the students not only in spontaneous thinking but also in
asserting their creative ideas with precision.
The competition was conducted in three rounds, first at the class level where all students
participated, then a second round with selected participants and ultimately the final round on 1 st
April.
The judges for the competition were Ms. Rashu Gupta and Pre Primary Coordinator Ms. Radhika
Nagori.
The topics for the final round were:





My most memorable moment
If I become invisible.
Shift from joint family to nuclear family system has led to loss of values.
Games and sports plays a vital role in overall development of a student.

The participants delivered their speeches with great confidence and left no stone unturned to give
in their best on the topics they got. They were asked to present their views in the time slot of 2
minutes. The judges found it very taxing to select the best three students from all the 16 passionate
participants. They were judged on the criteria of content, fluency, voice modulation and body
language. The students showed great fervour and poise in their respective presentation.
The competition concluded successfully with great words of encouragement and appreciation from
both the respected judges.
RESULT
FIRST POSITION- ANSH JINDAL- CLASS VIF- EMERALD HOUSE
SECOND POSITION- SHREYAS VISHWANATAN- CLASS VIB, SAPPHIRE HOUSE
THIRD POSITION- SPARSH BHATIA, CLASS VIH, TOPAZ HOUSE
&
JIBRAN RANDEEP ARORA, CLASS VIF, RUBY HOUSE
CONSOLATION- K. AASHRITHA REDDY, VIE, RUBY HOUSE

